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LAURENCE RICKELS and SAMUEL WEBER. Photo: ALEXANDER GIL.

Theory 011 TV/On a Role
LAURENCE RICKELS TALKS WITH SAMUEL WEBER

On the Coast and in Europe (the
other coast) and, according to
the theory surf report, in the Land
Down Under Samuel Weber
counts as top theorist in the
happy haunting grounds demar
cated by deconstruction (Derrida
and de Man), critical theory
(Walter Benjamin), and psychoa
nalysis (Freud and Lacan). In a
series of essays on the media, and
on television in particular, which
can be found collected (and edi
ted by an Australian for a
Califomian press) under the title
Mass Mediauras, form technics
media, Weber turns up the con
trast on the live medium to show
up its fundamental and uncarmy
spectrality. But the dislocations
of life and death, presence and di
stance around the tube in no way
contradict or hinder the interven
tionary thrust of television, for
example as major part and por
trait of the military-technological
control panel. One piece of
Weber‘s background that may be
less weh known, but which gives
another tum on the contrast in the
interview that follows, is his ex
tensive collaboration with the
Frankfurt Opera, which for a time
helped place the Frankfurt theatre
scene on the center stage of
rethinking mise en scene. For me
this interview passes through the
kind of transference we all re
serve for our teacher-fathers,
even when the topic to be addres
sed is as post-Oedipal or pre
Oedipal as TV.

Laurence Rickels: How do you
come to your speculations on the
technical media. 1 realise that the
relay or dislocations to which you
assign tele-viewing does have pre
cedents in your work. But how
would you explain the turn to
media in the range of your rca-
ding?
Sainuel Weber: lt came with a
gradual realisation that when one
discusses texts with most people
there is so often an implicit refe
rence to the non-textual which is
generally being attributed to, iden
tffied with a certain type of visuah
perception. That is, when people
say “there is no outside the text,“
or “what a ridiculous statement,“
it‘s because they‘re referring to a
sense of reality that seems to me to
be based on a certain experience of
visuah perception. In other words,
what is visually perceived, objects
and so on, is what is real. lt‘s what
allows one to be so confident that
one can be certain where textuality
starts and stops. In some sense vi
sual perception, not as such of
course, but an experience of visuah
perception seems to frame the di
scourse on language, which of
course is something I‘m conti
nually concemed with. Then the
next step is to realise that the tran
sformations of the media, particu
larly audio-visual, tele-visual
media, are being played out
against this background of a cer
tain experience of visual percep
tion, die fairly unquestioned basis
of what most people consider to be

real. Reality and identity are both
derived from a relatively unreflec
ted sense of visual perception.
What has long stmck mc is that the
ambiguities and die mediated qua
lity of this experience of visual
perception, its seif-evidence is
being increasingly shaken but also
exploited by a medium such as te
levision. And the fascination and
power of the media have to do
with this way in which it both con
tinues, prolongs a certain sense of
seif-evident reality associated with
the audio-visual perception, and
the media, in particular, television,
but not exclusively, are both
reinforcing this and at the same
time are exacerbating the uncanny
qualities of the experience.

L.R.: You also take up a certain
challenge posed, 1 guess, by the
popularity of cultural studies when
you produce a reading of the
media technological frame, of
thatwhich the consumerism of
shows precisely overlooks in order
to join in a Beavis and Butthead
style running commentary in heu
of any analysis whatsoever. lt
sounds like you‘re saying that the
frame of our discourse on lan
guage is the TV set‘s frame. And
it‘s not a container, though it pre
tends to be a container.
SW: Exactly.

LR:You seem to diagnose a cer
tain crisis, in TV land, a crisis in
volving the disowned ambivalence
and dislocation implicit in tele

viewing. What opens up is a kind
of Lichtung or “clearing“ for really
murderous ail-out attempts at inter
ventionism.
SW: 1 hike your reference to
Lichtung, particularly in relation to
television. The usual transiation of
Lichtung is “chearing“ and clearing
suggests a kind of locus amoenus
in the forest. You‘re far away from
antennas in the middle of some bu
colic Gennan forest, and then you
corne upon this cleanng with light
streaming in through the trees.
Nothing could be further from
modern technology. But of course
the way it‘s used it can also be
translated as “highting,“ and the
way Heidegger is using it, and the
whole approach to light and phe
nomena is really much choser to
the ambivahences of the TV screen
than it is to the safety and the re
pose of the forest clearing. And if
you read more in Heidegger you
reahise it‘s something he shares
with Benjamin: the clearing is also
the clearing in the sense of bulldo
zers — clearing the forest away.
So in this one word you have the
little bucolic safe hope of a locus
amoenus, you have the lighting in
all of its electrical as weil as natu
ral ambiguity, and then you have
the bulldozers: Räumung, which
both Benjarnin and Heidegger use
emphatically, and which although
it hiterahly means “spacing,“ ac
tuaily, idiomatically means “clea
ring away.“ As in Californian
mini-rnalls, wiping everything out.
lf you take all of this together you
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get a nice condensation of the am
biguity in Heidegger which stret
ches from the yeaming for a natural
haven to the most violent intnisions
of technology also in the most
ambiguous sense, because it‘s not a
constructivist metaphor, which is
the way one would usually think of
technology as opposed to nature.
lt‘s not just building, it‘s clearing,
it‘s lighting, it‘s making lighter,
with all the arnbiguity of the term.
This also helps situate Heidegger
with respect to the effects of
modem media which also don‘t
build, are not constructive —

they‘re also not simply destructive
hut there‘s certainly clear and

light in this ffickering ambiguity of
the term Lichtung.
By dragging in Lichtung in this
way you offer a better way of pro
blematising precisely the ambiva
lent status of the frarne with respect
to perception in general and to the
perceptual experience through the
media in particular. One has the
feeling that one is confmnted with
a reality that is self-contained and
demarcated, a kind of immanent

reality. And it is this sort of feeling
R Y that television both plays with,

emphasises, appeals to and at the
same time ienders uncanny. For in
stance in various kinds of reporting
you‘ll have of course the temporal
limitation of the sound bite hut
there are also far reaching limits
md rcductions along for the whole
approach to “the event.“ In fact the
notion of the event is almost sy
nonymous with something that cm
be localised without remainder,
that cm be encapsulated. The niles
of the garne define it md about all
you know when you leave, is just
who‘s won and who‘s lost. lt
strikes me that when you have re
poiting, as recently in Africa, about
very complex events, the historical
dimension is totally omitted, md
instead you get a focus on what
seems to be concrete: proper
narnes, faces. For example a politi
cal movement will be reduced to a
proper name or a government or
regime will be reduced to a figure,
a face, md a proper name, once
again. Television is powerfully
complicitous in this sort of simpli
fication, which leads tu all kinds of
not just essentialisms in a general
sense but also quite easliy to a kind
ofracist thinking.

LR: TV seems to be very much
the culture of what goes on right
in front of it, even when one isn‘t
watching it all that attentively, or
so it might seem. One available
outlet for acting out in front of
the tube or monitor is called role
playing which relies precisely on
pseudo-historical markers and
place names to invite projection
into make-believe situations over
time. I‘m wondering if that isn‘t
part of the shared frame of the
paranoid and the naive recep
tions, the co-ordinates are essen
tially accepted, only the projec
tion or rather the content of the
projection changes.
SW: lt occurs to me that the ways
in which role playing is referred
to are really very different from
what the actual performance of a
role, for example in a theatrical
setting, in fact involves. The
usual tallc of role playing is as if a
role were constituted by a delirni
table set of rules or habits appli
cable to individual instances. lt‘s
interesting to think how that tran
sforms what actually goes on in a
stage role. When you leam a role
you leam lines hut the application
is more like asches garne in that
the lines that you learn are totally

dependent on the the other‘s
move, what Walter Benjarnin for
example talks about in ins Kafka
essay in terms of the cues.
There‘s a very complex interac
tion in the playing of a role. lt‘s
not a dialogue; it‘s much more
mechanical, aleatory, md at the
same tirne so interesting in its al
terity. lt‘s this it seems to me that
gets omitted very often when
people join a role playing society.
All this presupposes precisely
that you are master of space md
time, or dirnensions of difference,
~f interruption md so on. Whe
reas a theatrical performance of a
role shows how incredibly deci
sive timing is. An accomplished
role player may well be the one
best able to react to unforeseen
elements. But just imagine in a
theatrical setting how everything
changes if you alter the timing of
the way you say something. lt
brings in precisely this dimension
of non-containable otherness or
exteriority.

Laurence Rickels is the author of The
Vampire Lectures, Aberrations of
Mouming, The Case of California, Acting
Out in Groups, Nazi Psychoanalysis, and
The History of Cinema. He lives and
works in Los Angeles.
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